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Mobile Point of Sale and 
Store Management Solution
For Tomax, we designed and developed a 
suite of iOS apps and services to manage 
all of the processes in their clients’ stores. 
We developed solutions for everything from 
point of sale, to inventory and store 
management.

iOS App Development 
Tomax/Demandware
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Deseret News

Deseret News is Utah’s largest news paper company. Members of our team developed their iOS application 
which delivers all of the Deseret News’ latest content to users.
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Event Stream
Every is backed by an event 
stream service that allows it to 
rapidly scale as it captures 
massive quantities of data.

External Data Feeds
Every can automatically capture 
data from the world around you 
through sources like the internet of 
things or public data feeds.

Track Anything
Keep track of anything and 

everything that matters to you.

Personal Analytics
Visually analyze your data with 

charts that allow you to discover 
trends. 

iOS App Development
Every
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Our Watch Apps
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Flight School Manager

The app we created for Randon Aviation is focused on flight 
school management. The app allows the flight schools to 
schedule out lessons with their students and track their progress 
as they go.
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A prototype that we designed for Executive Networks’ mobile application initiative. 

iOS App Development
Executive Networks
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Miche

Miche is a fashion focused direct sales organization. The app we designed and developed for them allows 
their sales representatives to present their content to potential buyers.
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A Group Game
A great game to play with all of your family 
or friends.

tvOS
Developed Specifically for tvOS on the 
new Apple TV.

tvOS App Development
Noun
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Silver Rush is a charity fundraiser that is put on by a local Utah high school every 
year. Exemine volunteered to build and now maintain an app to support this 
fundraiser. Over the past four years, this app has aided the charity in raising over 
$500,000.

Silver Rush App
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WellONE is a corporate wellness program application. It allows companies to create 
wellness challenges for their employees. Employees can involve their friends and 
family in a fun and social way.

WellONE
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Elevation of Privileges Game

iOS and Mac Application using SwiftUI

Serious Game to help
software teams perform 
threat modeling exercises
while remote using a game 
developed by Adam 
Shostak former security 
engineer at Microsoft.
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More Apps We’ve Worked On

An application similar to Groupon 
for deals local to the Salt Lake City 
area.

KSL Deals

First mobile app used in a FDA approved
trial of medication

Blackthorn Pharma

Tween app that keeps record of the 
“pinky promises.” people make.

Pinky Promise

Companion application to a 
children’s book series. Includes 
game and pet resources.

MOS Nose

The world’s largest genealogy 
company’s applications.

Ancestry

A simple recorder for the Apple 
Watch.

NoteToSelf


